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Ch -2 Polynomials                                          

Ch -2 Polynomials 
Ch - 14 Statistics   
25-04-22                                                  
 
                                          

The students will be told to 
bring the graph paper and draw 
two different curves. Now 
interpret the number of zeroes.  
 

 

develops a relationship 
between algebraic and 
graphical methods of 
finding the zeroes of a 
polynomial 

Divison of 
Polynomials 
- YouTube 

 

Industry, 

Innovation 

and 

Infrastructur

e 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Ch - 14 Statistics                                                    
 
 

 Om Chanting  - Students 

will collect the data by doing 

om chanting in one breath. 

Convert the raw data in 

group data and draw 

OGIVE. Find median from 

graph and verify by formula 

and hence analyse 

 

 

. 
 calculates mean, 
median and mode for 
different sets of data 
related with real life 
contexts. 

Mode Of 
Grouped 
Data | 
Definition | 
Examples - 
YouTube 
 
 

Good 
Health and 
Well Being 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5iRlY2uPR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5iRlY2uPR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5iRlY2uPR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNMcNuS9vbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNMcNuS9vbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNMcNuS9vbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNMcNuS9vbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNMcNuS9vbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNMcNuS9vbQ


 

 Ch - 3 Pair of linear equations 

in two variables                                                                        

 Graphical Presentation of 
Linear Equations. 

 

 

finds solutions of pairs 
of linear equations in 
two variables using 
graphical and different 
algebraic methods. 

Maths Pair 
of Linear 
Equation in 
two variable 
part 2 
(Graphical 
Method) 
CBSE class 
10 
Mathematic
s X - 
YouTube 

Sustainable 

Cities and 

Communitie

s 

 

 Ch- 4 Quadratic Equations  Two water taps 
together can fill a tank in  

9 
3

8
 hours. The tap of 

larger diameter takes 
10 hours less than the 
smaller one to fill the 
tank separately. Find 
the time in which each 
tap can separately fill 
the tank. 

demonstrates strategies 
of finding roots and 
determining the nature 
of roots of a quadratic 
equation. 

https://www.

youtube.co

m/watch?v=

3ayhvAI3Ie

Y 

 

Clean Water 

and 

Sanitation 

 

 Ch-8 Introduction to                           

Trigonometry and 

Trigonometric Identities   

 

 Verification of 
Trigonometric Identities. 

 

determines all 
trigonometric ratios with 
respect to a given acute 
angle (of a right triangle) 
and uses them in 
solving problems in 
daily life contexts like 
finding heights of 
different structures or 
distance from them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Which are 
the Three 
Functions in 
Trigonometr
y? | Don't 
Memorise - 
YouTube 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHMVwxuN4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ayhvAI3IeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ayhvAI3IeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ayhvAI3IeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ayhvAI3IeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ayhvAI3IeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFBg_rnCiRY


 Ch - 10 Circles     

 

 Verification of the Theorem           
( Length of  the Tangents ) 

 

derives proofs of 
theorems related to the 
tangents of circles 

Basics of 
Circles 
(GMAT/GR
E/CAT/Ban
k PO/SSC 
CGL) | 
Don't 
Memorise - 
Bing video 

Peace, 
Justice and 
Strong 
Institutions 

 

TERM-I (JUNE-
JULY) 

50% Ch- 2,3,4,8,10,14 
 
02-07-22 

    

PT-2 (JULY-
AUG) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ch -12 Area related to Circle Quadratic Equations 
 
Area Related To 
Circles 
    (18.07.22) 

To make them understand 

the importance of decision 

making in order to improve 

their living standard. 

Students will make wall 

hanging in which they will 

show at least five terms 

related to circle like, 

chords, diameter, arc, 

segment, sectors, etc. 

 

Calculate the area of a 
segment and length of an 
arc of a circle. 
Apply the concept in daily 
life situations.     
 

Perimeter of 
a Sector - 
YouTube 

Sustainable 

Cities and 

Communitie

s 

 

 Ch - 6 Similar Triangles 

 

 

 1) Verification of the 
Theorem (BPT) 

2) Verification of the 
Theorem( Ratio of 
Areas Of Two 
Similar Triangles) 

3) Verification of the 
Theorem           ( 
Pythagoras) 

4)  

works out ways to 
differentiate between 
congruent and similar 
figures. 
 
establishes properties 
for similarity of two 
triangles logically using 
different geometric 
criteria established 
earlier such as, Basic 
Proportionality 
Theorem, etc. 

Similarity 
and 
Congruency 
- YouTube 

Reduced 

Inequalities 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+don%27t+memorise+on+circle+class+X&docid=608034538744122871&mid=5178EA9416ACDF827BAA5178EA9416ACDF827BAA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j64NyaCbcGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j64NyaCbcGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j64NyaCbcGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8IOMUGRmDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8IOMUGRmDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8IOMUGRmDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8IOMUGRmDg


 Ch - 9 Applications of 

Trigonometry  

 

 Frame a question based 

on the situation on App. Of 

Trigo. Draw the picture of 

the given creatively. 

relate  heights and 
distances, that may 
include situations in 
which methods have to 
be devised for 
measuring the angle of 
inclination of the top of a 
building and their own 
distance from the 
building. 

Maths 
Application 
of 
Trigonometr
y part 1 
(Concepts) 
CBSE class 
10 
Mathematic
s X - 
YouTube 

Clean Water 

and 

Sanitation 

 

 Ch - 13 Surface Areas and 

Volumes 

 

 

 
Find the curved surface 

area of Cylinder. 

Find the curved surface 

area of Cone 

finds surface areas and 
volumes of objects in 
the surroundings by 
visualising them as a 
combination of different 
solids like cylinder and a 
cone, cylinder and a 
hemisphere, 
combination of different 
cubes, etc. 

Class 10th - 
Surface 
area and 
volume of 
combination 
of solids - 
Atech 
Academy - 
YouTube 

Affordable 

and Clean 

Energy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ch - 1 Real Numbers                               Crossword 

 

generalises properties 
of numbers and 
relations among them 
studied earlier to evolve 
results, such as, 
Euclid’s division 
algorithm, Fundamental 
Theorem of Arithmetic 
and applies them to 
solve problems related 
to real life contexts 

CBSE 
NCERT 
Class 10 
Maths Real 
Numbers 
(examfear.c
om) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Cz2DJ_bujo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLQG6mUHKC8
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm
https://www.examfear.com/free-video-lesson/Class-10/Maths/Real-Numbers/part-1.htm


HALF YEARLY 
(SEP) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

80% Ch-  
1,2,3,4,6,8,9,10,12, 
13,14, 

    

TERM II (NOV) 
 

Ch -5 Arithmetic Progression  

 

 

 1) Find whether the 
sequence is in AP. 

2) Find the sum of n 
terms of AP. 

 

 

develops strategies to 
apply the concept of 
A.P. to daily life 
situations. 

Arithmetic 
Sequences 
and nth 
term | 
Introduction 
| 
ExamSoluti
ons - 
YouTube 

No Poverty 

 

 Ch - 7 Coordinate Geometry  

 

 Verification of distance 
formula using graph paper 
 
 

derives formulae to 
establish relations for 
geometrical shapes in 
the context of a 
coordinate plane, such 
as, finding the distance 
between two given 
points, to determine the 
coordinates of a point 
between any two given 
points, to find the area 
of a triangle, etc. 

(592) What 
is the 
Distance 
Formula? | 
Don't 
Memorise - 
YouTube 
 

Life On 

Land 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlPHnGbKi9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6o_TVU65sI


 Ch -15 Probability                                                 

 

 On the map of India 
students will do the colour 
of different states by 
taking 4 different colours. 
Make sure no two adjacent 
states will have the same 
colour. Students will find 
the probability of all 4 
colours 

determines the 
probability of an event 
and applies the concept 
in solving daily life 
problems 

NDLI: 
Probability 
Part 1 
(Introductio
n) 
(iitkgp.ac.in) 

Climate 

Action 

 

PREBOARD 
(DEC) 

100%      

FINAL BOARD 
EXAM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

100%      

 

 

http://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/document/bWlGL3AyK1g5aE01QW5Ub0kxMUFNV2lnRVNCenpoNzU4QW1tSU45VUVBMD0
http://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/document/bWlGL3AyK1g5aE01QW5Ub0kxMUFNV2lnRVNCenpoNzU4QW1tSU45VUVBMD0
http://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/document/bWlGL3AyK1g5aE01QW5Ub0kxMUFNV2lnRVNCenpoNzU4QW1tSU45VUVBMD0
http://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/document/bWlGL3AyK1g5aE01QW5Ub0kxMUFNV2lnRVNCenpoNzU4QW1tSU45VUVBMD0
http://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/document/bWlGL3AyK1g5aE01QW5Ub0kxMUFNV2lnRVNCenpoNzU4QW1tSU45VUVBMD0
http://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/document/bWlGL3AyK1g5aE01QW5Ub0kxMUFNV2lnRVNCenpoNzU4QW1tSU45VUVBMD0

